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THE GEOMETRICAL NUMBER OF PLATO AND THE
COMMENT OF PROCLUS

The famous number in Plato’s Republic is described as
follows (546 B,c):

inn 5% 0e£qo new yew-arc?) 1repi0605, fiv (ipr repzkapfldvel. réXews,
dyapwrreiq: 6e #11 q'

:
1rp<brcp abffiaeu: 6vvéyevar'. re Kai 6uvaareubuevat,

rpe'is drroardoezs, rérrapas as Bpovs XaBoiicraL, bpowl'ivrwv re Kai

dvopowi'wrwv, Kal airibvrwv Kai lpawévrwv, 1r¢ivra 1rpom'ryopa Kai

burd 1rp6s fiXXnXa firrelpryvav‘ Jw Erirptros rvfinfiv weprrdfil. o'vg'v'yels

600 dppovias 1rape'xeral. rpls abEnOeis, rfiv pe‘v 'L'anv iadxcs e‘xarbv

roaavrrixls, rr‘w ae iaoyfixr; new rfi, wpopr'ym ae, e'Karév pe‘v dpoOpév

drrb Empirpwv bnrébv rremrdfios, 6eouévwv e'vos e'xdo'rwv, éppfirwv ae

fiveiv, e'xarc‘w 5e Kirfiwv rpuifios. Ebprras 5e ofiros dpdhu‘n 'yeomerpurés

rowirrov Kt'ipws, dpewbvwv re Kai xetpévwv 'yeveaewv.

I give the comment of Proclus, In Platonis Rem Publicam
(Kroll, II, pp. 36-7) on the part beginning with Eve?) rpdirq:
and ending With errtrplros 1rqumI. Km"

[ab 1
;: rpcbqu: aiISr'yaeLs] . . . . . . . . 1rp . . . . . va'rovs . . 2° . . P. 36

M'yovs e'ire rryovv . . ‘8. . (SUVlllflflial, wozofiaat rerpa'ydwovs,

5uvalarev]6peva|. 6e drr' exeivwv raw 6W6.me . . . . . . .. ribv 10

rerpaydwwv‘ r6 'ydp 5uvdpevov 1riiv 1rp6: r6 6uvaarev614evov 6.1m

6i50rau. Kai. 1rp6s rol'lrocs buowr'wrwv re Kai duopowbvrwv éptam'bv'

6uowi'1vrwv new rélw rerpa'ywvmév fi KvBsziv, iivoyowi'mrwv 6e

18w bvlaozs xpwuévwv rkevpa'is fl errurefiwv fi arepeibv. Kai Erri

roilrou Kafl' l'nrofitaipemv r5111 dvopowbvrwv e'Efis mmv' aiifévrwv 15

re Kai dlvévrwv' absbvrwv ue‘u ribv iadms Yawv getg'ovdxls, J»!

m rd #eiKov 1'7 1rp60<$os c'nrb rfis idérnros, ipawc'wrwv as raw ia'éms
“Zauw ékaa'erovéms' Jw roTs [1.611 61mm. rktvfiifies (pawl. 10?;

¢p0ivovaw, roTs 6e 6oxi5es ron ailiovaw. aural 6
'

017:! ai ai'JEfyaels

pexpl. rerrdpwv 6pwv wpoeXBoDaaL rpe'is exévrwv drourc'wels 20

(EXHIMV (mil/raw ‘ydp rerrdpwv Bpwv duvexiw rpe'is eicw

drroardaecs) 'm'wra i1an Kai 1rpom'7'yopa wowfiaw, Kai. robs

(Suvapevovs Kai. rol'Js 6uvaarevoyevous, Kai robs byoloiivras Kai robs

dvouowfivras dXMXoLs, Kai robs aDEovras Kai ¢0ivovras. 'YiVQTCU,

'ydp 6cd'ypappa, Kurd new rd 1r)\6.'yl.a. robs byowfivras exov Kill. 25

(ivoyowiivras, aligovrds re Kai rpOivovras, KaO' 'e'va. M'yov aw

6eopévovs 16v ruOyeva 16v exree'qaé/Jevov' Kurd. 6% rd dxékr) robs P. 37

6uvapévovs Kai 5vva[arevoyévovs. érreil as ofirés earw b dpt0ués,
v

ev ruivru dXXfiMLs] avyfiaivei, anGJs 1rou3v . . . . . .. wv

WW



2 PLATO’S GEOMETRICAL NUMBER

errirpiros 1rvOp1'7v' . . . . . . 18w apaflydw div ai airEr'laeis.
[early 0611 obros] 6 errirpiros 1ru0pr‘pl 'y

'

Kai 6" Kai [roilrwv

e'Kalrepos ezp' eavrdv Kai err’ ahhr'lhovs ['yi'yverai] 0
'

LB' 5' iv how 5

rdi az’zrqii. Kai at'flis 6 per 7
'

KuBLKGs rpis rpia rpis, Kai 6 6
'

dis[az')]rws rerpaKls reaaapa rerpaKis' per' akh’ykwv 5e rpis

rpia rerpaKLs, rerpaKis reda'apa rpis‘ 'yi'yvovrar. 06v KufiLKoi
pe‘v iiKpOL 6 Kf' Kai 56', 60Kis 6e 6 Xs', 600 irkevpas exwv rpu'uios

Kai piav rerpaaos, rhwais 6e 6u17',6i10 whevpzis exwv rerpa6os Kai 10

piav rpu'zBos. robrwv 6
1
‘]

rc'iw rerrapwu Burwv égaefis ev re?) errirpirtp

hé'yq: Bpwv, Kf' h:' #17' 56', Kai rpe'is arroardo'eis exéurwv, 6 as»

Kf' uera roi) pry' 1roLe'i r611 oe', 6 5e M' pera r03 56' T611 p
'.

On Proclus’ explanation of the phrase abfw'yaeis aware-mi re

Kai 6vvaarev6pevai (p. 36, 9-11) Hultsch (Exkurs III in Kroll’s
edition, II, p. 400) remarks: im Proklostexte (36, 7-11) sind
an sieben Stellen zusammen mehr als 120 Buchstaben ausge
fallen; doch geht aus den erhaltenen Resten wenigstens soviel

hervor, dass abifr'yaets 6vvépevai die Erhebung ganzer Zahlen ins

Quadrat, und 5UPGUT€U6#€VGL die Wurzeln einer Quadratzahl
bedeuten. This statement is correct so far as regards ai'JEr'yaeis

6vvaaevai. Proclus’ definition, rowfiaat rerpa'ydwous (p. 36, 9),

leaves us in no doubt that he took this phrase to mean square
numbers, or, if you will, multiplications that make squares. He
gives an illustration (p. 37, 5-6), saying “each of these (i.e.,

3 and 4
) by itself gives 9, 16.” But I cannot agree with

Hultsch’s view that Proclus understood by abEfiaeis 6vvaa'rev6pevai
the roots o

f square numbers. Unfortunately part of his defini
tion (p. 36, 10-11) is lacking, and we are forced to derive the

meaning from the other instances of the word.

In the first place it should be noted that 6vvaa-revéaevai
in l. 10 agrees with abir'laels. The -word abii'yaeis, to be sure, has
to be supplied in Proclus’ text, but, as Plato has abijfiaeis (Suva/lewd
re Kai 6vvaarev6pevat, there can be no doubt concerning the

correctness of the restoration. Now abéhaeis means multi
plications; cp. r5»! apifipc'iw 8w ai abEfiaeis (p. 37, 3

) and the exam

ples in the following lines, such as 3x3=9, 3x3x4=36.
Surely it is impossible to believe that Proclus would have
described either the root of a square number or the process of

extracting the root as an 0.651706. There can be no question of

treating 5vvaarevéneval as a noun independent of abgfiaets, for

we have fivvaarevopevovs (p. 36, 23; 37, 2) agreeing with aplfluoiis
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(36, 12), and the neuter 16 6uvaore06uevov corresponding to

16 6vvauevov (36, 11-12). Further, the phrase aiiral. al ailsr'yaeis
(36, 19) refers to the words defined in the preceding lines, the

tpdivovres, aonvres, dvouoioiivres, buowfivres, 6vvauevoi, and 611m

o-reuéuevoi. Every one of the others according to the definitions
is the result of a multiplication. How can 5vltad’T6U6/JGVOL be
included among them, and even be made an attribute of Miriam,
and yet not be the result of a multiplication? The sentence

beginning with airrat ai at'IEv’yoeis (36, 19) says: “These multi

plications make everything rational and proportional, the
(Suvauevm, the 6uvaorev6ueuoi, the buowiiures, etc.” ilIultipli
cations make, it seems, according to Hultsch, has its natural

meaning with every one of the other terms except the
(Suvaarevépevot. I dwell at length upon this point because of
the persistence of the view that 6vva'.uevai re Kaibvvaorevbaeval
in Plato means squares and roots or roots and squares (Adam),
and because this view is supposed to get support from Proclus.

I am not now dealing with Plato, but with Proclus, and I insist
that if 3 and 4 are examples of tipr 6vvaareu6pevot, as Hultsch
assumes, Proclus would not apply to them the term atifir'wels.
What Proclus really meant by abffioeis 6uvaareubuevai can be

deduced with certainty from the passage beginning with abrai
6’ 06v ai abflloels (36, 19). But first we should note his defini
tions of the other terms associated with the 6vvao‘revbyevor.

dptdpoi 6wauevot=squares (36, 9-10).
lipidpoi buotoiivres=squares or cubes (36, 13).
sprawl avouowiivres=reclangles or solids with unequal sides

(36, 13-14).

fiptfiaoi afiEovres or 60Kl5es (36,19)=solids with two equal sides
and the third side greater (36, 16).

apron; dill/owes or 1rhw0i6es (36, 18)=solids with two equal sides

and the third side smaller (36, 18).

I now translate 36, 19—37, 1. “These multiplications, then, if
arranged in sets of four terms with three intervals between
them1 (for there are three intervals between four successive

terms always) make everything rational and proportional, the
6uvapevot and the 6vvaoreu6y.evor., the buowiivres and the duo

uoloi‘mres, both ai'iEovres and tpdivovres. For there is produced

1 I.e., as in a geometrical proportion.
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a diagram, Kara new r6. new having the buoiofiores and 6.110
aowfivres, both ailEovres and tpdivovres, bound together in one
ratio, the base that shall be assumed; Kara rd. aKéM having the

6UVC'LMGVOL and bovaorevbpevot.” Hultsch has pointed out that we
have an example of the proportion called Kara ra 10,111.“ in the

sentence 'yl-yuovrat 06v KvBucoi Kré. I translate from 37, 6:

“And, again, the 3 cubed gives 3 x3x3, and the 4 in like
manner 4 x 4 x 4; and with one another they give 3 x 3 x4,
4 x 4 x 3. There result, then, cubic extreme terms 27 and 64, a

boKls 36 with two sides of 3 and one of 4, and a irkwtlls 48 with

two sides of 4 and one of 3. Of these terms, being in order in
the 3 :4 ratio, 27 36 48 64, and having three intervals, etc.”
The proportion Kurd. rd. 7r)\d.'yw. is said (36, 25-6) to have baotofiv
res and dvouowiivres, the latter being both ai'ifiovres and ‘POiJIOVTGS.
In 27 36 48 64 the “cubical extreme” terms 27 and 64 are the
buotoiivres, the 6oxls 36 is the abva, the nhtvdis 48 is the godivwv.

This proportion includes “solid” (orepeoi 36, 14) numbers’ only.
Consequently the words Kara r6. 1r)\6.'yta refer to solid forms.

What, then, is the proportion Kara rd. exam, and what is

meant by the diagram spoken of in 36, 25? Hultsch ofi'ers the
following explanation (p. 401): Dazu gebe es eine geometrische

F igur (filé'ypaupa), in welcher auf einer Querlinie zwei Schenkel
sich erheben. Auf der horizontalen Geraden seien die 6powilures
und von den avouotoiivres sowohl die aonvres als die gadivovres

einzutragen; alle diese Zahlen seien durch den noch darzule

genden érrlrptros 1ru0u1'7v verbunden. Auf den Schenkeln des
von der Horizontalen aufsteigenden Winkels sollen die Quad
ratzahlen und ihre Wurzeln eingetragen werden. Die in der

Handschrift fehlende Figur hat also drei Gerade etyva in der
Zusammenstellung i gezeigt. Unterhalb der Basis haben,
wie es scheint, die Zahlen Kt", M', an', 9' gestanden, von denen
Kf’ and 56’ bpoioBv-res, die beiden anderen aber avouotoiivres sind,

und zwar Xs' ein abva, an' ein rpOlku, wie sofort sich zeigen
wird. Zu den Schenkeln mussten zuerst die Zahlen 'y

'

und 6
',

die den érrlrptros 1rv0m’7v bilden, beigeschrieben sein, vermutlich

'y
'

zu dem einen, 6’ zu dem andern Schenkel. Dann kamen
oberhalb von 7', bez. 6
',

die Quadratzahlen O'Lund is' und dar

iiber standen, wenn es auch keine bouaaevot im eigentlichen

’I.e., 3x3x3,3x3x4, etc.
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Sinne waren, die Kubikzahlen Kg" und 53'. So far as the dia—
gram is concerned I find this anything but enlightening. What
possible meaning could Proclus have found in such an, arrange
ment of numbers? And as for the 3 4 9 16, which Hultsch attaches
to the oKéM of his figure, it is to be observed that they are not in
proportion. Yet we ought to have a proportion Kara as r6. oKéM,
just as we do Kara new rd. 1r)\b.'yia; for I suppose it will hardly be
claimed that the position of KaO‘ a“ M7011 . . . . ixrednabnevov (36,
26-7) restricts its application to the rké'yia part. The whole of
what precedes leads us to expect a proportion in both cases alike.
Hultsch seems to have felt this himself, for he says (p. 402):
“Beide (i.e., 3 and 4) werden ins Quadrat erhoben; da aber
diese Quadrate zu einander ein anderes Verhaltnis als das von

3 :4 haben, so ist, um den érrtrpiros rudw'w durchzuflihren;
zwischen 9 und 16 als mittlere Proportionale die Zahl 3 . 4= 12

einzuschieben.” It is beyond me to fathom how Proclus’
text is explained by this remark. It applies, of course, to
Kai rollrwv (i.e., 3 and 4) eKarepos qu’ eavrbv Kai err' ahhr'yhous 'yl'yverai

0’ 43’ 5' iv )tb'yq: rq“: <1er (37, 4—6). But can anything be clearer
than that Proclus in this sentence is giving us an example of

the proportion Kara 16. 0x86], just as the sentence immediately
following, Kai 0.605 6 new 7' KvBiKQs Kre'., gives an example of the

proportion Kara r6. wha'yia? The numbers Kara r6. axe)"; are
awan and 6uvaorev6pev0i. Of 6' t3' and is' the 9 and 16 are
6uvaaevoi. Does it not follow that the 12 in 6vvaorevbuevos,
especially as we are in need of a proportion Karel rd. oKéM, and

9 : 12= 12 : 16 is a proportion? The 6vvao'reu6uevos, as we have
seen, should be an abEnois; and 12, being 3 x4, is an abEnois.
It seems to me that only a fixed idea that 6uvauevm are squares
and buvaorevéaevot roots can prevent the admission that this is

the meaning of Proclus. If conviction has not yet been reached,
perhaps the explanation of the diagram will attain it. We have
seen that the numbers Kara rb. nhci'yia are all ‘solid’; of those
Kara r6. aKéMy the buvbpevoi, being 9=3 x 3 and 16=4 x 4, are
‘plane’ numbers, and the dwaorevbuevm, if they are 12=3 x4,
are also ‘plane.’ It would seem, then, that the figure should
contain planes and solids. It is to be observed that Proclus
puts no figure in his text. The diagram just comes about
naturally—viverai 'yap 6ia-ypauua—by the process, described in

what precedes, of making plane and solid figures by squaring,
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cubing, and multiplying equal by equal by less (36, 18), or

equal by equal by greater (36, 16). Taking 3 and 4 as the
numbers to be multiplied (div ai at‘Ei’yoeis 37, 3), the resulting

diagram is this. K L
Explanation is al

most unnecessary. AC M
is 32= 9, an dpt0u6s 6uva- 1

news. AH and ED are
each 3 x 4:12, dptduoi A n G
6vvao'reu6uevoi. EC is
42= 16, another awa- ‘7

)

uevos. The proportion

AC(9) :AH(12) = ED
(12) = none) is the 5
proportion Kara rd

“an. Again, BI is

B c H

33=27, an dpidubs KvBt- 4

His and buott'bv. B1“

and BK are each 3 x 3 x

4=36; they are boxibes E
- F

or apidpoi abgovres. EM and EK are each 4 x4 x 3=48; they
are rhwdixies or lipid/mi tpdivovres. EL is 43=64, another apifiuds
KvBiKbs and 61101611. The proportion BI(27) :BM(36)=EK
(48) :EL(64) is that Kara ra mm. The appropriateness of
the word rka'yw. to describe solid as compared with plane figures
will be at once admitted. Why Kara rd aKéM should be limited
to planes is not so clear. However, the same limitation is to
be seen in the application of ioo-o‘xehes to triangles, the only

established geometrical use of o'KéAos; and, whatever the origin

of the phrase, there can be no doubt of what Proclus meant

by it.“l

The next point to be considered is whether my interpreta
tion of the meaning of apitlabs duvaarevéuevos in Proclus, viz.,

the mean proportional between two squares, or that of Hultsch,
viz., the roots o

f a square number, is more consistent with Proclus’
use of the word in other connections. His definition, dwa

orevbnevat 6e arr' eKeivwv riiw duvapewv . . . . . . . . rilw rerpa'ydwwv

5 Aristotle A. 2.1.15; 9.44.3) uses Kurd. aKéhos fia6i§ew to describe

the gait of the lion and camel, which, he says, walk with the hind foot

following the fore on the same side, like a pacing horse. wapd. dxéhos amma»

is cited in L. & S. in the sense of cross one’s path, thwart.
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(36, 10) lacks an important word and will, consequently, appear

indecisive. Still, as I have already pointed out, the fact that
avmmvawm qualifies avfr'yeets is a strong point against the mean
ing roots. If the éMaaovs (P), supplied in the critical note to
fill the lacuna, expresses Hultsch’s idea, he must, I suppose,
translate roots from those squares, less than the squares.4 In this
the occurrence of two words for squares is peculiar, and there is

little point in calling roots less than their squares. I take
(Suva/aw to be roots, not squares—either interpretation can find

support in Plato, Theaetetus l47-8—and, since the mean pro
portional between two squares is the product of their roots, I
translate, 5vvad1'6v6yevat, (a combination) from those roots of the

squares. The words that follow the definition and give a

reason (701p) for it—rb 'ydp build/46x10]! Tall 1rp6s To Evaareuéuevov
c'tmbeSorat—are difficult to interpret from either point of view

on account of the uncertainty of the meaning of 6.1ro6i50'rat.

I am inclined to believe that Proclus uses 6vvdpevov and
6uvaoreu6aevov here less in their technical mathematical meaning
than in the general sense of controlling and being controlled, as in

Baa Kara 'rds 6111164161.;dVGtPGlVGTaL m'ia'w éuolws 1rpoar'pxel. 101s “math
1'ch new awayévwv, 16v 5% 6vvaarevoaévwv (In Euclidem, p. 8), and
in a couple of passages to be cited presently. In that case the
sentence would mean something like for everything that controls
has its complement (cf. ti1l’6600'ts) in what is controlled}3 cf.

raw-n 05v aiira'is dowovuévats 6.1roe5é60rat Ta mivrp deov (p. 48, 26)
for what is in every way unequal (sc. the scalene triangle) is
represented by (or has its counterpart in) them being unequal in
every way.

In the passage now to be cited Proclus applies numbers to
the soul in a manner quite meaningless to us. However, the

distinction made between awawm and 6vvaa-reu6aevos throws
some light upon the meaning of the latter.
éx new 0611 1'06er 1) $1290) tpfllVGTGL pia. evoubfis Ka'rd re 16 eivat

Kai To {1311' éx 6% 18:11 dpifiae'bv 'rGw éK Tor'rrwv dva¢avévrwv dpzllnos

6va6u<6s daeivovs xal xeipous ixwv fluvduus, rds pév (Sumner/as His

6% 6uvaa'revonévas, drrkovarépas xal. cruvfle'rwrépas (ammt pév
'yap oi whevpuroi, 6uvaarei'rov-rat 5e 02 hr: 'roz'arwv), Kai rds pév buowi'la'as

‘ Terpa'ydwwv might be taken as an adjective qualifying auvdpewv; but
why supply a comparative before a genitive if it is not to govern it?
5 For 1rp6s with arro6£5wm Cl. SChOl. in Aristoph. P1141. $38.
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161; as dvopowbaas, . . . Kai rds uév at'fobaas rds 5% eefieipobaas

16 wrépwna. ab'rfis (II, p. 51,
The closing words show that bovdaets here has its general

sense powers. Suvanévas and bullaa'revouévas, as qualifying

Evilbpas, must mean controlling and being controlled. The
former are the duelvovs, the latter the xeipovs bun/duets. The
phrase in brackets returns to mathematics. Mum/rat oi rkeupixoi

must refer to squares. In 6vvaarebovraioiéx robrwv Hultsch
doubtless would find support for his view that buvaarevbnevat
are roots. oi éx 1061th 'are the numbers from those rkeuptxoi.
However, oi rkevputoi aptowi, with bbvavrai as a predicate, are

not themselves square numbers, but the numbers representing
the sides of the squares. There are two of these numbers (cp.

apitiabs 6UG6LK69), like our 3 and 4 above—the parallelism of the

two passages is clear from the recurrence of the terms applied
to the diagram— and oi ex rob-rwv means the numbers from (the
combination of) these two. I believe that is made certain by
awhova'répas and avaerwrépas. duhovarépas applies to Tris pe‘v

bovapévas, for squares are like x like; avaerw-répas applies to

rd: 6vvaa'revouévas, for rectangles are like x unlike. Squares,
then, are more simple, rectangles more comPosite.
A passage closely following (p. 51, 26 5.) still further con

firms my view that for Proclus the 01pr bovaarevéaevos is
a rectangle.
eiatofiaa 66' (sc. 1) \buxfi) eis e'aurfiv émrrebofi'rai, Kai péxpi uév

btavoias ia'rauévr] 're'rpa'ywvifi'et e'av'rfiv, 16 10.61611 Kai buowu Ev Tfi

biavon'rmfi Kw'haet 11:6bidvow. eivaL 1rpos beavomv vaovuéqu 'e'n adafi'ova'a,

565w be nerd biavoias auuuiEaaa. Kwe'i-rm xii/now énirrebov he» tbs ex

body 'yevopéimv bvvduewv dhhr'yhais avupt'yvvuévwv, (whose 66 01305»!

exciva upounxifi'el. ab'rfiu drp' e'au-rfis' eis 6% rd. p.61" at'JTfiv bé'lrouaa.

Buflbvet 'rt‘z éiri'ireba, rr‘yv new re-rpa'ywmxfiv {who xufiifi'ovaa. Kai. (pav

Taaiav 'yewéicra, . . . . 'rr‘w bé upoufix'q Kara 1'1)v bvbho'yov 1rp6060v

els robs avopoiovs bqaifi'avovaa arepeobs Kai rfiv aia'finaw 'yeanra.

This is a curious bit of nonsense, amusing in small doses.
What interests me in it in this connection is that the process
the soul is said to go through corresponds exactly to what took

place in the growth of our diagram above. The re-rpa'ywvlg'et

e'avrfiv corresponds to the formation of the bpwuoi 5vvapevot;
in The 're-rpa'ywvexfiv {who Kvfilfovaa we have our cubes; robs

dvopoiovs arepeol'rs are the boxibes and wktvfiibes. What remains

‘\
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must correspond to the buvaareuéyevot. When the soul mingles
opinion with thought it moves in a plane since the movement
arises from two factors (buvc'tuewv) mingled with one another, and

as these factors are unequal the soul makes an oblong rectangle of

itself. Thus the bovaarevbnevos arises from the combination of
two unequal factors. It is 1rp0pn'7x11s oblong, like 12=3x4.
I do not think that anyone will deny that the 1rpour'lK'ns figure
formed here éx 5min buvduewv dviowv 0005311 is the same as the

ai'rfrlais buvaa-revonévn formed b.1r' exclva 16:1 buvéuewv (p. 36, 10);

which enemy in the ratio selected are 3 and 4, Eli/toot about.
And now let us look at a few lines in the definitions on page 36,
which were passed over before, namely: Kai 1rpos robrots oaowbv
rwv re Kai avouowbv-rwv dpLOuc'Bv' buowbvrwv new 'ré‘w rerpa'ywvtmiw

1
"] xvfiixt'bv, dvonowiwrwv 5e ribv aviaois xpwuévwv uhevpa'is 1
"} érmrébwv

fi arepee'bu (11. 12-14). Here, though squares have already been

mentioned under bovdnevai wowiiaai rerpa'ycbvovs, the bnotofiv-res
are defined as either squares or cubes. The évoaoiofivres are

not only irregular solids, the aonvres and ¢0ivovres we hear so

much about, but also irregular rectangles. They are, of course,
the buvaarevbpevai; but what part have they in Hultsch’s inter

pretation?
On the basis of thesvord ouvlierwrépas, applied to buvbaeis

bovao-reuoaévas in the passage cited on p. 7
, I suggest that the

lacuna in 36, 10 be filled by ovae-rai, a conjecture supported by
the mono of l. 9. Thus Suvaarevbnevat would be defined as com
pounded from those roots of the squares. To fill the lacunae in
ll. 8-9, after Kroll’s évq'; irpdmp abfioeis I suggest [B' dptfluév]
1rp[drrwv alvb. robs [dei 1ror’ éxrquaoyévousP Xb'yovs e'i're rfi avv[0éoel
dre é‘p' e‘avroi'rsP meaning products o

f two prime numbers in the
ratios to be assumed, either b

y

composition with one another or by

themselves, bovbaevai making squares, ownerevbaevat composite

products from those roots o
f the squares.

A difierent explanation of the terms swamp“ and 6mm

arevbuevos is given by Alexander Aphrodisiensis (In Arist. Met.

A 8, 990‘ 23): bmxiau a
t ‘paow inrb 1'er IIvanopelwv Xé'yeafiai 1'1‘79

wevrdba, roii-ro 5e 311. 76311 bp00'ywvlwv rpi'ycbvwv raw éxbv-rwv pnras

rds whevpds 1rp63-rbv am 16:11 nepiexovac'bv pr-fiv 'ywviav whet-p651! 13

new 'rptc'bv ii 56‘ reT-n'zpwv, 1
'; as brrorelvova'a 1réu1e. érrei roivvv 1
)

' Cp. xaB’ 511aXb'yov . . . 16v rifluéua. 16v bit-re Unabuevov 36.26.

7 Cp. itp’ iav'rbv xal e'r' ah”)st 37.5.
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inroreivouoa Zoov bbva'rai dpgaorépats 64411., 61.6. roiiro 1
'1 uév buvauévr]

xahe'irat, at be bvvaarevbuevai, Kai Zara. 1révre. Tip! 16 'n'evraba dvuriav

'e‘he’yov dis #1‘7 mxwpév-qv bhh’ b.1'7r-r17-rov Kai Kparoiio'av. That is
,

according to this authority, in the right-angled triangle with
sides 3

,

4
, and 5, known as the Pythagorean, the hypotenuse 5

was called 1‘
7

buvanév-q, the sides at Buvaoreubaevat. Proclus, while

he gives a difi'erent definition of the terms himself, shows that

he is acquainted with that of Alexander. In the sections pre
ceding his own detailed explanation of the Platonic number he
cites the views of “the Pythagoreans” and others upon various
points connected with the problem. One of these runs as follows:

511 1'6 yer 'rpl'ywvov aim-b (pao'w o
i

1repi 'rbv Aepxuhhib'qv éourévai 'ro'is

TptiJTOLS wbhafiw 5L6. Thy ribv hb'ywv Koivwvlav, 165v new repiexovaibv

rbv 1rp6rrov Ev aupquviq. Xb'yov exovmiw, 1'5: 6
'

brrorewot'ro'ns T
fi bvva

péms (impair. The T is Kroll’s. His critical note is h] expectas
birrhz'zcnov. This is clearly wrong. The preceding section
discusses equilateral right-angled triangles in which burMoiov h

brine'rpos bbvarcu. 'rfis irkevpc'is the square o
f the diameter is double

the square o
f the side (p. 25, 9). The present section is a cita

tion from a different authority, and the subject has changed
from the mathematical to the philosophical properties of the

triangle. That it is the Pythagorean 3-4~5 triangle which is

now in question is evident from To Tpl'ywvov 0.016; from rpis

abfntieis, the phrase appearing in Plato in connection with the
same triangle (érrlrptros 1rv0p1‘7v irenrrdbi aufi'v'yels); from the num

bers 75 ,100, 7500, 10000, which are derived by Proclus from

the 3-4-5 triangle (II, 37 fi'.); and from the reference to its in
fluence on births. Consequently, there can be no mention

here of the hypotenuse squaring to double the square of the side.

inrorewobo'ns 1
'1 bvvauévns simply gives us the alternative name

for the hypotenuse which is mentioned by Alexander; and

row hb'yov (auqoo'iv) exam; must be supplied from the preceding
clause.

It would seem, then, that the scholars who preceded Proclus
took different sides on the question of the meaning of amour;
and buvaa-revouév'q. One set connected the terms with the

famous 3-4-5 triangle of Pythagoras, and the proof, attributed

to him, that the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum

of the squares of the sides; by others they were applied to

geometric proportions with one mean term, another point in
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which Pythagoras was greatly interested. Modern attempts
to explain the number of Plato by using the definitions of
Alexander have met with no success. Hitherto the comment
of Proclus has brought little light. Geometrical proportions
were found in Plato’s words before Proclus was discovered.

No one, however, has attempted to apply to thephrase ai'rfr'wfls
bovépevai 're Kai bovaareubpevat the meaning that Proclus really

gives it; squares and roots has had too firm a hold on modern
thought, and it was easy to see the same meaning in his muti
lated text. As a matter of fact he illustrates the meaning by
the proportion 9: 12= 12 : 16. With this it is interesting to
compare the solution of J. Adam.8 The dppmria which Plato
describes as a square (ianv loam) Adam and Hultsch9 took to be
3600’. The rectangular harmony (npoyhml) plainly has one
side of 2700 (éKarbv Kbfiwv rpidbos), and one side of 4800 (tumor

to . . . 6veiv)‘°. 36002 is equal to 2700x4800; and, if a
square is equal to a rectangle, it follows that the side of the
square is a mean proportional between the two sides of the

rectangle. Therefore 2700 :3600=3600 :4800. This propor
tion is of the same kind as that of Proclus; but in his, according
to the definition, the extreme terms must be squares, as in the

example 9 : 12= 12 : 16. What I shall now attempt to prove
is that Proclus retained a partially correct tradition concerning
the meaning of at'Er'laeis buvauevai Te Kai bvvaorevbuevai; that the

proportion 9 :12=12 :16 is a correct example of what was
meant by the phrase; that Proclus was right in his view that

ai'EfiUeLS bovdnevai were squares and ouuaoreuoneum were rect

angles; but that in the 9 :12=12 : 16, whereas he took the 9
and 16 to be the ai'Eho'ets buvdueval. and the 12 to be the (Suva

orevonémy, the actual bovauéim of Plato and the Pythagoreans was
122, the bovaarevouévn 9x16. Thus, while Proclus’ definition
limits the phrase to geometrical proportions with a mean term
between two squares, in reality it applied to all geometrical pro
portions with a mean term. I shall also attempt to prove that
' The Nuptial Number of Plato (1891), and in his Republic, II, 264 5.

Cf. the solution of Hultsch, Zcit.f. Math. u. Phys. 27, Hisl.1il. Abth., p. 41.
' Their methods of reaching the number are wrong; see below.
1°One hundred squares a] rational diamelers offivc (i.e., squares of seven)

each lacking one, of irrational (i.e., squares of each lacking two. See
Adam or Jowctt & Campbell.
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Adam’s number, 36002= 2700 x 4800, is the correct one, though

his method of reaching the 36002 is wrong and his interpretation

of the sentence to (,3 rptitTcp . . . airétpnvav as far from the truth

as it well could be. This sentence, instead of containing a

number,“ as has been almost universally assumed, contains a

general definition of the geometrical truth of which the second
sentence with its 36002= 2700 x 4800 gives a particular example.
It states that, if a square is equal to a rectangle, then the side
of the square is a mean proportional between the sides of the

rectangle, i.e., if a2 is equal to be, then b : a equals a :c.
My interpretation of this sentence was reached without a

copy of Proclus, In Rempublicam, and the few phrases from it

cited by Adam were more confusing than helpful. Conse

quently, the explanation of his diagram came as a result of the

conclusion that Plato’s abfhaeis bvm'zuevai Te Kai bovao'revbaevai
meant if a square is equal to a rectangle. The discussion of
Proclus has been presented first, because the results obtained

might be called mathematically certain, and the material is

comparatively fresh. The Plato passage has been written

about to such an extent that it is difficult to believe that any

thing new can be said of it. Without the support of Proclus I

could not expect the following argument to carry conviction, but

it will be presented in its original form because the material in
the commentary In Rempublicam had no part in its formulation.

THE MEANING or REPUBLIC 546 B,C.

Writing in 1903, P. Tannery expressed the opinion that the

sentence 6w érrirpiros 1rv6nhv . . . KbBwv rptdbos, in Plato’s defini

tion of the number, had been almost completely interpreted.12

One may agree with this without accepting 10,000 as the square
and 7500 as the rectangle, as Tannery did, with the strong sup

port of Proclus. Of the preceding sentence, incl: rpdarqr. . .

d‘lréqvfll/GV, he says: “Vient une phrase, qui est restée parfaite
ment obscure. . . . Tous les efforts (y compris, bien entendu,

“ Kafka, whose article in Philologus 73.109, is the most recent I have
seen on the subject, is correct in his theory that the first sentence does not

contain a difl'erent number from the second, wrong in supposing i
t to con
tain a number at all. The acceptance of Adam’s raised to the fourth power

'for 1sz abheels is enough to condemn his conclusions.
11R. E. c. 1903, p. 171.
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mon juvenile tentamen de 1876) pour expliquer cette phrase
d’un nombre déterminé, n’ out, 21 mon avis du moins, abouti

jusqu’ a présent qu’ a des interprétations qui ne sont pas
réellement plus claires que le texte meme.” So far as my

knowledge of the literature goes, this statement is as true now

as it was in 1903. I shall begin my interpretation of the sen
tence with the all-important words abio'wets 6uvéaevai re Kai

5vvaarevouevat.

To reach the mathematical meaning of 0.65405 we note first
that abinfleis may mean multiplied. It is so used in 6 )‘e’ éfdoi
auEnBeis érrrdunvov xpovov drrorehei.‘ T611 ram 01' fipepc'bv (Theol. Ar.
p. 39, Ast; cf. Nicom. Introd. Ari p. 105, Hoche), and, pre
sumably, in rpis abEnBeis in our passage. The idea of multi
plication is also present in the phrases oevrépa. and rpirry at)?”
applied to planes and solids (Plato, Rep. 528 B). aDEmns, then,
since it is by formation an abstract noun denoting an act, should

mean an increasing by multiplication. Yet it is not necessary
that the meaning be limited to a process, as Adam insists (Rep.
II, p. 268, 270). Our word growth means both the act and the
result of growing. 66m: is a gift as well as a giving. Monro
remarks (J. P. 8, p. 286), “The combination of words in airEr'ydfls
(Sundae/at is open to the criticism that both are words denoting

operations, not quantities,” but instead of taking this as an
indication “of deliberate obscurity of language, ” why not admit
the possibility that 0.551101: in this case denotes the product
instead of the process of multiplication? In Herodotus II, 13—
fiv oiirw 1'

1

xdopn aifirn Kara. X67011 mast; és {ill/0s Kai r6 duoiov ammo

é
s afiErlo'w—, the word is contrasted with i'nPos and means extent

in width and length. I conclude, then, that a possible meaning
of at'ffiaets is plane surfaces, or, if we think of numbers merely,
products of two numbers. I do not deny that it might be
applied to solids and products of three numbers, but, as we

shall see, the context shows that we are dealing with planes, not

solids.13

The mathematical meaning of fibvanat in Plato is fairly
Clear. Kard 50vauw is contrasted with Kara 76V roii w'yxov: dptfipbv

'3 In his comment Proclus treats (if/£11m: as a process in wowfiaat 're'rpa—
'ydwovs (36.10) and alaiIEr'weis . . . rowiicn robs 8wapévous xri (36.21, 24).
but his interpretation pays no attention whatever to the syntax of the
sentence. He deals finally only with the products, 6vvapévovs, afiEov-rar, etc.
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and xarci rplrnv 11691:: (Rep. 587 D), and means in square mea
sure. In the Theaetetus 148 B—iiaal. new 'ypauuai rbv iaérrhevpov
Kai. érrirrebov bptdubv rerpa'ywuig'ouat, ufixos dipwdueda, boat 5e rc‘w

e'repoyilxr], duvdueu, dis ufixel. uév oi; ivuuérpovs éKeiuaLs, TOT: 6' érrirrédms

6. obvavrai— where the subject is 'ypaaaai lines, the meaning of

obvavrat is they produce when squared. The meaning to equal
is a common one of bbvaafiai and in the Theaetetus passage we

may translate by equal when squared. Alexander Aphrodisien
sis, indeed, inserts ‘ioov in fiinroreivouaa. ‘L'aou 6hVflTGL daqoorépcus

(see above, p. 10) the hypotenuse equals when squared (the squares

of) both (the sides), but, though the i'o'ov is necessary here,“
it would not be necessary in 35 didn't; diam-rat éwéa rerpdlas.
Taking abfir'yoets as plane suifaces or products of two numbers,
we may infer that it means squares when modified by bvvdnevai,
and that the combination ai'EfiO’eLS buvc'iueual. means squares that

equal. If this interpretation is in agreement with what follows,
no objection can be raised against it. It is certainly not con
trary to Plato’s usage elsewhere.
5vvaorebew means to be a ruler. Its use as an attribute of

abEr'yous in connection with duvdpevat equaling suggests that it is
here a kind of passive of obvaabai, and that part of the meaning
is being equaled; but there is need of an additional idea, some

thing to correspond to the being a square, which buvbnevat has

when applied to ai'iEiyaets. Alexander Aphrod. (l.c.) tells us that
the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle was called fiouvaaévn,
the sides ai duvaarevbuevai. On this basis aiJEiyaeis duvauevai re Kai

buvaoreubpeuai has been rendered by products of the hypotenuse
and sides (cp. Gow, J. P., 12, 101). Others, inferring from
Plato’s definition of (Suvbaeis as roots in Theaet. 148 B (see above),
that (Suvaorevbueuat may mean squares (or vice versa) have
translated the phrase root and square increases (Adam, meaning

cubings of numbers to come), or incrementum per multiplica
tionem radicis seu lateris et quadrati mutuam factum a product
obtained by multiplying together a root or side and its square
(Schneider, meaning cubes). These interpretations do such

violence to Greek syntactical usage that they are wrong beyond
all question. If buvayévn means the hypotenuse, multiplication
of the hypotenuse should be expressed in some other way than by

“ Cf. Proclus (In Renip. II, 25.8) érreuir‘; biwkaatov 1'7 Gidue'rpos ailva‘l‘flt. rfis
mupa; the square ofthc diameter equals double the square ofthc side (so 38.18).
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at’Eild'etS burdaemt.“ If Plato had wished to speak of the mul
tiplication of a root he had a noun ébvants to make use of.

Returning, then, to the idea that abEfidetS buybaevat may mean

squares that equal, can we, from Alexander’s definition, get a

corresponding meaning for ai'Efiaets duvaarevbuevat? Taking the
former to refer to squares of the hypotenuse that equal, we might

make the latter squares of the sides that are equaled. We are

then faced with the difficulty of bringing this into relation
with the following words—rpe'is drrooréaets, rérrapas 6e opovs

hafioiiaat. This should mean putting them in a geometrical
progression.16 Plato, T imaeus 43 D, uses arreardaeis of the
intervals between the terms of a geometrical progression, and

in the Republic, 443 D, 6pm are notes between which there are
musical intervals. On the basis of the usage in later writers

and in Plato himself the only probable interpretation will find
here a reference to a progression, and this conclusion is strength

ened by the fact that we have a reference to two harmonies

in the next sentence, and that from the rectangle 2700x 4800

there mentioned, and the square, if it is 36002, we get two
harmonies, 2700:3600 equals 3600 :4800, and a geometrical
progression. Now if abE'ilaeLs duvbuevai re Kai bvvao'revbuevat
applies to the hypotenuse and sides of a right-angled triangle,
if it means when a2 equals b2+c2, it is difiicult to see how we are
to get a geometrical proportion; but if the phrase means when
02 equals be, the proportion b : a=a : c at once suggests itself.
On the basis of Alexander’s statement that the words

butanevat and 6vvaarevbuevat were applied to 02=b2+62 let us

assume, as a working hypothesis, that they might also be ap

plied to a2=bc. The conditions for their use would seem to be
the following: (1) it is necessary that one magnitude should
be equal to a combination of two or more others, so that the one

equals, the others are equaled; (2) in view of the mathematical

meanings of bin/ants and bbvaaat it is evident that the one magni
tude must be a square. On this assumption abEbaeis bvvaueval.

(a2) would be squares that equal, and abfiilaets buvaarevbuevat (bc)

‘5 Proclus, citing Dercyllides, gives us rfi: 6' brroretvobans fl burlapbvr]!
where both participles are treated as nouns and put in the genitive absolute

like any other noun.
" This is the meaning given to the words by Proclus, II, 36.22; cp.

the example 37.12-13.
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rectangles that are equaled by squares, or products of two unequal
numbers that are equaled by squares. The proportion, “with
four terms and three intervals,” would be b :a=a :c.
Proceeding upon our hypothesis, we should expect to find

in the phrase buowbvrwv re Kai. dvouowitvrwv Kai aiifibvrwv Kai

(POLVOVTLOV a statement concerning the order in which the terms

of the proportion should be placed. The rest of the sentence
means (hypothetically): if a square is equal to a rectangle, and
if we set down four terms and three intervals . . . everything
turns out to be rational and in proportion. Such a definition is

incomplete. The arrangement of the terms should be added.
Using symbols we should say; “if a'~’=bc, then b :a=a :c or
a :b=c :a. Without symbols the definition would be the side

of the square is a mean proportional between the sides of the

rectangle, or, one side of the rectangle is to the side of the square as

the side of the square is to the other side of the rectangle. Part of
this Plato tells us in buotobvrwv re Kai avouotobvrwv. Iamblichus

(Ad Nicom., p. 115) and Proclus (In Remp. II, 36, 14) are
authorities for the statement that squares were called anoint,

rectangles, dvéaotot. In the proportion we are dealing with,
since it is assumed to be derived from ‘-'=bc, a is bamch making
a square, and, therefore means the side of the square, b and c

are avonowfivres making a rectangle, and each is a side of the

rectangle. In a proportion we think naturally of two pairs of
ratios, b :a and a :c, just as Plato in the next sentence speaks
of two appoviai. Now, if aQ=bc, it follows that b :a=a :c or
a- :b=c : a. Whichever way we put it

,

each of the ‘harmonies’

is composed of an bnotdw and an avouotév; cp. the side o
f the

square is to the side of the rectangle.

Weber, who found in the passage the proportion 6400:

4800=3600 : 2700, drew the conclusion that baotoi’wrwv re Kat avo

aotm’rvrwu meant that the first and third terms were squares, the

second and fourth rectangles. He failed to interpret mi @5611er
Kai (OBLW'WTQW, suggesting, indeed, that this was a repetition of

byotobvrwv and (ivopmobvrwu, which is obviously improbable.

Of course, Plato says nothing of first and third, second and
fourth terms; but, if we think of the progression as divided into

pairs, then each pair in Weber’s is composed of a square and a

rectangle. This is not true of the alternative form 6-100 : 3600=
4800 : 2700; and in many proportions of the form a :b=c :d,
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for instance 3 :6= 12 :24, there are no squares at all. Now
Plato’s statement here is general—at least no acceptable inter
pretation has found numbers in it—and it should cover all
cases. Further, Weber’s terms are squares and rectangles, and
should be called altOI-OL and évéuowt, whereas Plato has used

éuotoDv-res square-makers and dvouotofivres rectangle-makers, i.e.,

the terms should be sides of squares and rectangles. If these
words define the terms of the progression which the phrase
rpeis drroa'rdo'ets Terrapas 66‘ 3130!): almost forces US to assume, it
is obvious that they can be applied only to one developed from

a2=bc A definition of the terms is needed, and no other mean
ing for the words has been offered that is in the slightest degree

plausible. éuowfivres and avopotoiivres fit in so well with the
hypothesis that afiEr’yam 6vvdpevat means squares equaling and

iii/Enact; 6vvaarev6aevat rectangles being equaled by the squares,
that they must be considered a strong support for its truth.

Proceeding to rat abEévrwv Kat <p0w6vrwv, we observe that the

order of the terms is not sufficiently defined if we say that each
ratio must be composed of the side of the square and a side of

the rectangle. The form a : b= a : c, for instance, is not correct.
We must have either b :a=a :c or a :b=c :a; that is, in a

particular case, either 27 :36=36 :48 or 36 : 27=48 :36. In
the former both ratios are composed of afigovres increasing terms;
in the latter both have gooivovres decreasing terms. As to the
syntax, Bpwv should be supplied with these participles, and the
genitive is absolute. A comma should be placed after avo
powbvrwv. The translation will be—if the terms (of each ratio)
are a side o

f the square and a side o
f the rectangle, both if they are

increasing and if they are decreasing. The close connection of
buotoi’zvrwv and avopowi’mrwv by re Kai, as contrasted with the

Kai—Kai, that join (105611er and vowév-rwv to what precedes and
to one another, justifies taking with each ratio the combined

buotoi'nl'rwv re Kai (ivouowl'wrwv, While applying abEévrwv and tpdwov

nor to each ratio separately.
The closing words of the sentence, révra npoafi’yopa. ml

bnrd 1rp6s aMnha due'sgonvav, look simple enough. Many inter
preters, after wresting from abEiyaets fivvauevat xre'. something

that seemed to them to make sense, have been content to let the

rest take care of itself. So broad a meaning has been given to

the words that they have in fact meant nothing. With my
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explanation of (Li/'Efid'ets . , . <p0wbv-rwv there is nothing vague
about the conclusion. It gives us what is absolutely essential.
A square and a rectangle being equal, if four terms be set down in
the proper order, show all things rational and corresponding to
one another.17

In abfr'iaus . . . dwémvav, then, we have a definition of the
geometrical law that the side of a square is a mean proportional
between the sides of a rectangle equal to the square. The
definition is obscure. In some respects, probably, not so obscure
to the Greek mathematician as to us. Such a beginning as

a square and rectangle, being equal, if they take four terms might
lead us to ask what four terms are meant. But this would
‘ surely be simple to the Greek who divided all numbers into

square and rectangular forms, 4 being 2 x2, 6 being 2x3
(Theaet. 147-8). Nevertheless, the definition is obscure and

probably intentionally so. As the érrirpt'ros rue/any neundbt
o'u§'v'yels of the next sentence is the Pythagorean triangle with
sides of 3, 4, and 5, so here we may have the Pythagorean defini

tion of mean proportionals. At a time when the science still
lacked a technical terminology it-must have been exceedingly
difficult to give a clear definition of a newly discovered truth,

even if clearness had been an object. Secrecy, tradition says,
was the aim of the Pythagoreans.
The sentence wig-heels . . . arrétp'qvau is introduced by

but; nptbrop. Like rrpoor'le/opa airéqonvav, these words have been
treated rather lightly. They look simple also, but they create
astonishing confusion in some of the interpretations. To lead
up to what must be done with Eu 4: upcbrcp I shall cite Adam’s
translation as an example of what it can not be. As is usually
done, he takes dptflubs to be the antecedent of J)

,

and he finds a

number in the following words—again the usual thing.la His
translation is: But the number o

f a human creature is the first

'7 Proclus (11, 36.22) also takes the words to mean in proportion, as
the examples in his diagram show. L. & S. (s. rpoav'ryopos) cite bubippova ml
word'yopa deXms Polus ap. Stob.; “so in other late Pythag. writers,
alimowva. Kai rr., buo'ia. Kai 1r.

”

‘5 Proclus, as we have seen, does not deal with actual numbers until
he comes to (By tart-mire; 1rv0ur'w. For him the first sentence is a general

statement describing the results of multiplying in various ways any ratio

one chooses to take—16v was“ 16» éx-rwmrbpevou (II, 36.27). Unfor
tunately his explanation of év (I: npclrrcp, if he gave one, is lost.
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IIn‘

number in which root and square increases, having received three
distances and four limits, of elements that make both like and unlike
and wax and wane, render all things conversable and rational with

one another. The words from root to limits are said to mean
cubings and nothing more (p. 272); of elements . . . wane means

of the nu'mbers 3, 4, 5 (p. 273); the cubes of 3, 4, 5 are added to

gether, making 216, and “the justification for adding the cubes
together is that the numbers are said to be contained in the total

(év a fptilftp MAJ,” (p. 274). “The number 216 is the first
number (to q”

:

Tpcit‘rq) xrh.) in which the cubes of 3
,

4
,
5 occur,”

(p. 293). The words 1ri'zvra 1rpoor'ryopo. . . . arréqmvav Adam
then interprets by comparison with a passage in Censorinus

concerning the harmonious development of the embryo. There

is nothing in Censorinus about the number 216, but let us grant
to Adam that the Pythagoreans connected 216 with the develop
ment of the child. His translation of Plato’s sentence then
comes to this: But the number o

f a human creature is 216, the

first number in which cubings of 3
,

4
,
5 make the development o
f

the embryo harmonious. Surely it is asking a good deal to expect
us to believe that Plato or the Pythagoreans meant by this
“the number of a human creature is the first number in which
the cubes of 3, 4, 5 occur, namely, 216, for this 216 controls the

harmonious development of the embryo.” The simple fact is

that in Adam’s interpretation, even if we accept his explana
tion of every other phrase, the Eu (,6 TpLiJTqJ is quite meaningless;
and no other translation that I have seen 05ers any satisfactory
reason for the number selected being the first number in which all
things are made rational and in proportion.

If my interpretation of abitloeis . . . anew” is correct,
we must ask, in taking up év d: muting, what that is in which

first it was proved that b :a=a :c, if a2=bc. In the eighth
proposition of the sixth book of Euclid it is proved that if

,

in

a right-angled triangle, a perpendicular be drawn from the right

angle to the hypotenuse, the triangles thus formed are similar

to one another and to the whole triangle; and (corollary) the

perpendicular is a mean proportional between the segments
of the base. From the same figure we know, by Euclid 1
, 47

(solved by Pythagoras) and 2
, 4
, that the square of the perpen
dicular is equal to the rectangle contained by the segments of
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the base.19 It would appear, then, that évq': npcbrcp refers to
this figure, in 'which first a2 and bc, being equal, showed?0 b : a

to be equal to a :c.
'

A strong proof that to d: npcbrq: refers to a geometrical figure
comes from the fact that in this way we get a perfect connec

tion with the following sentence. Perhaps no greater objection
can be brought against the various solutions of the problem than

their failure to furnish this connection. The relative (in joins
the two sentences together. What is its antecedent? “If
there is anything clear about the number, it surely is that
11w in Plato has for its antecedent abifioets.” So wrote Adam'
in 1892 (C. R., p. 241). In 1902 (Rep. 11, p. 273) he thinks that

_‘
no one wrll deny that the relative is most obviously and nat—

urally connected with” baoiobv-rwv . . . <p0w6v-rwv. In seeking
this elusive antecedent we must bear in mind, not only the

words in the preceding sentence to which 6w might refer, but

its possible connections in its own clause. The genitive must
depend either upon érirpvros nvauilv or upon apaovlas. There

is a suggestion of harmonies in the proportion which rpeis

anooréoeis rérrapas 5e bpovs implies, so that we might try of these
harmonies the éirlrpiros 1rv6ar‘7v xré. supplies two. Yet, if Plato
had meant this, he would hardly have said of which the érirptros

1rv0u1'1v supplies two harmonies. Again, since the two harmonies

are combinations of numbers, we might say of which numbers

(i.e., such numbers as those in the preceding sentence) the

1ru0m'7v supplies two harmonies. The objection to this is that
no number can be made out of what precedes. It remains to
try making (In: dependent on érrtrptros nvejn'jv.
It is admitted by ancient and modern scholars that érrtrpiros

1rv0ufiv “than oufi'u'yeis refers to the Pythagorean right-angled
triangle With sides in the proportion 3-4-5. The best ancient

" Euclid 1.47 proves that the square of the hypotenuse of a right
angled triangle equals the sum of the squares of the sides; 2.4 proves that,
if a line be divided into two parts, the square of the whole line equals
the squares of the parts and twice the rectangle contained by the parts.
2" The aorist ninth» has its ordinary past sense here. It is com

monly, I believe, taken to be a gnomic aorist. In connection with the
presents "pinpoint and rapéxe-rat the past sense of the aorist is more
natural, and this allows rpénp to have its temporal force. This is at
least a slight argument against the view that the number is the first from
unity in which such and such a thing holds good.
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reference for the whole phrase is that of Aristides Quintilianus
(De Musica, p. 152)—al 66‘ Hill opafiv repLéxovaaL (inhoiio'i 16v érrl
rpr'rov. 706101) 5

1
5

Kai. derwv cpnalv évrl'rprrov 1rv0yéva 1remrt'161.
qvfu'yév-ra; cp. Proclus, In Euclid. p. 428 and Plutarch, Dc Is.
el Os., p. 373 F. Yet, while admitting the reference to the
triangle, scholars have added or multiplied the 3

,

4
,

5
,

thinking

aufv'yeis implies some such process. I do not hesitate to affirm
that we must take either one of two alternatives. Either
avg'u'yels means that we are to add or multiply the numbers,
and then there is no reference to the Pythagorean triangle; or,

if this triangle is meant, it takes the whole phrase, é-rrlrpiros

1ru0nfiv 1re;uré.6i avfi'v'yeis, to describe it; for 1rep1ré<5i avfi'v'yeis means
that the 5 joins together the 3 and 4, and we have no right to

give to it the additional meaning of multiplied or increased by

five.“ That Plato was speaking of the triangle is certain from
Aristotle’s reference to it as a diagram—épxr‘yv 6

’ char. roi’n'wv

6w érirprros 1rqu1'7v wemréfil. uvg‘u'yels 61'10 dpuovias rapéxerai, Xé'ywv

510.11 6 101'}6La'ypdpparos dplflyds 'rolrrov 'yéwrrat arepeés (Pol. E 12,
1316“). If now the relative (In: depends upon 1rv0pn'7v the words

o
f which the 3-4-5 right-angled triangle imply that J» has as its

antecedent geometrical figures, and those, most likely, right

angled triangles. We have already found a right-angled tri
angle in évq': wpdirtp. This, therefore, gives us the antecedent
of 5w. N0 difficulty need be made of q'; being singular and (In!
plural. The figure to which év q': 1rpdunp applies, with the per
pendicular drawn to the base, really contains three right

angled triangles; and, apart from that, E
u

4
") 1rpo'o‘rcp is used of

right-angled triangles of any kind. In the next sentence
5w éwirprros x-re‘ calls attention to a particular type of the class,
those with sides in the proportion 3-4-5.

2' In this I am in perfect agreement with Monro, C. R. 6.154.
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Let ABC be a right
angled triangle with its sides E
AB, BC, AC in the propor- ,’
tion 3:4:5. If BD be 1’

:
drawn perpendicular to AC, ,' |

the triangles ABD and 1'
:

BDC are similar to ABC, I” i

and therefore of the 3-4-5 8’ I

type; and the perpendicular i

ED is a mean proportional :

between AD and DC, or
A {cBD2=AD.DC. Therefore, 27 D 43

if AD is 3, DCis 5% or, if
we wish to have whole numbers, AD may be called 9; then ED
is 12, and DC 16. Proclus, in his ‘geometrical’ explanation
of the number, starting from the smallest triangle ABD, gets
ABC by drawing BC perpendicular to AB and producing AD
to meet it; and then goes on to form AEC in the same way.
01', starting from the larger triangle AEC, he drops the per
pendiculars CB and BD. He also points out that, if BE and
EC are to be whole numbers, we shall be obliged to call AD 27;
then BD is 36, DC 48, BC 60, CE 100, and so on (In Rem. II,
40).
The figure ABC with ED drawn perpendicular to the base,

is the figure which proves that if BD’=AD.DC, then AD :
BD=BD :DC; i.e., that, if a square is equal to a rectangle,
then the side of the square is a mean proportional between the

sides of the rectangle. This figure, then, is the one to which
the sentence évq’: 1rpdn-q: ai'EfiaeLs . . . arémvav refers. If we
make this figure of the 3-4-5 type, following the suggestion of

div é-irirpi-ros 1rv9w‘7v x-ré of which the 3-4-5 type, and if we give the
sides the magnitudes suggested by Proclus, we find that the

triangle ABC, with BD perpendicular to the base, furnishes
two harmonies (560 dpuovias rapéxemr), namely 27 :36=36 :48,
or 362=27 x 48. One of these ‘harmonies’ is {any latian equal

by equal, the other is of the same area as the former, but rectan

gular (upopfims) and the sides of the rectangle, 27 and 48, are

the same as the sides of Plato’s rectangular ‘harmony,’ except
that his are multiplied by 100 (2700 and 4800), just as the sides

- of the square Zanv team are multiplied by 100—e'xa1'6v roaavro'uns.
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Plato says that the énirpuros nvflyfiv neunébl. avfi‘v'yels furnishes
two harmonies when it is thrice increased ( rpls aqudeis), or multi

plied three times, or raised to the third power. What is meant by
thrice increasing a triangle is no longer clear to us. Aristotle,
in his comment on the passage (see p. 21) omits rpls ab£n0eis and

substitutes hé'ywu bro.» 6 106 bia'ypr'zuuaros tiplflpbs robrou 'yive-rat

orepebs meaning when the number of this diagram is made solid.

A number becomes ‘solid’ when it is cubed; but what is the

number of this diagram? The expression is not much clearer

than Plato’s; but this much seems certain, namely, that Aristotle

meant the same thing as Plato, and did not mean to get 216

from 33+4=‘+53 or from 63; for, whether the harmonies are

10000 and 7500, as Proclus and many moderns believe, or

36002 and 2700 x 4800, they can not be derived in any simple

way from 216. It is possible, as Tannery (l.c.) thinks, that
rpls abérflels means the kind of increase which Proclus applies

to the triangle ABD as above described. At any rate this
gives us the numbers that Plato’s text contains. In line with
this we have in the margin of Par. A three right-angled triangles,
one with sides 3-4-5, one with 9-12-15 (i.e., with the 3 squared),
one with 27-36-45 (i.e., with the 3 cubed). Proclus, indeed,

makes no reference to rpls abEr'Heis in his ‘geometrical’ inter

pretation, in which he develops the figure above. In his
‘arithmetical’ section he agrees with Aristotle in taking it to

mean making solids. Thus he says (p. 37, 20) elxb-rws oi'n/ elrrev
16v énlrptrov 1rv0uéva 'rpls abErflévra 16.: 6150 nooeiv c‘rppovias' uéxpt

'ya‘rp 16w orepeév npoede xré.; and on p. 39, after getting 100

from 5 X4): 5, and 75 from 5 x 3 x 5, he adds (1
.

18) Kai. 05100;

b é'rrlrpt'ros nuflufiv rpis 0.0217052; nepmibt avfi'v'yels 'éa-rat 1roqu rd; 660

apuovlas and thus the 3-4 made solid by multiplying b
y

five, etc.

Compare also the last few lines of p. 39, and p. 25, 18. I believe
that Aristotle changed Plato’s rpis abEnGeis, which qualifies the

triangle just described, into 6 éptfiubs 'ylverat arepeés because of

the uncertainty that may have arisen from the application of

the phrase to a geometrical figure. Aristotle means by dprfiubs

number in the abstract. rpls abEnOels recalls Kara 'rpirnv afiinv,
which applies to solids. Used of a 'ypaaw’y line it would mean
cubed; when it qualifies a triangle it means nothing. Aristotle,
in saying when the numbers o
f the 3-4-5 triangle are made solid,

means when the triangle is called, not 3-4-5, but 27-36-45, 27
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being equal to 3x3x3, 36 to 3x3x4, 45 to 3x3x5, and
therefore being ‘solid’ numbers.
I have derived 362==27x48 as the meaning of Plato’s

660 dpuovlas napéxe'rcu. rpls abirrflels from the figures of Euclid
and Proclus; but opinions on the meaning of rpls abEnOeis vary
so much, and so many prefer to accept 10000 (éxarbv Twain-ducts),
and 7500 (from 2700+4800) as the two harmonies—and these

numbers have the weight of Proclus’ authority— rather than
36002=2700 x 4800, that I shall try to prove that the proper
interpretation of n‘yu pay Zanv loam . . . xbfiwv rptbbos, leaving
'rpls abfnfieis out of the question, is conclusive in favor of the

latter numbers.

The word 1rpom'7K11s means oblong, rectangular. That Plato
means by 1rpoar'pm a rectangle, produced, as is usual, by the

multiplication of unequal sides—and not by their addition as
in 7500=2700+4800— is evident from Theaet. 148 A—xai was
6; bbbvaros Zoos loam; 'yevéa'dat, ms '7] irkelwv éAGTTOWhKLS ii éhi'rr-rwv
nheovats 'Yl'YVGTdL, neifwu 66‘ mi. éhbrrwv bei. nhevpd abrbv 1I'GPL

hapfldvet, To rrpour'pxet ab exhuart bretxdo'cwres 1rpom'7m1 dpLOpbv

éxahéaauev. Everyone now accepts 4800 as the meaning of

éKa-rbv ue‘v . . . busiv; and e'xarbv 5% KbBwv was“, of course,
means 2700. éxa-rbv new and éxa-rbu be following 1rpon1'1xr, give
the unequal sides of the rectangle, which is therefore 27001!

4800. There can be no doubt that this is the natural interpreta
tion. It is based upon ordinary Greek syntactical usage and
the undisputed meaning Plato gives to rpopr'pms in another
passage. As against these proofs the authority of Proclus is

worthless. In the language of Adam “if there is anything clear
about the number it surely is” that Plato’s rectangular har
mony is 2700x4800, and not 2700+4800.
There is

, I believe, no evidence that the term dpuovia. was
applied to a square or a rectangle, at least outside of writers

like Proclus, who are trying to explain the number. If we
once grant that the rectangle is equal to the square, we under
stand why the word bpuovias is used; for if az=bc, we then have

a harmonious relation between b :a and a :b. apaovla, mathe
matically, indicates a relation between quantities, especially a

proportion (cf. Nicomachus, Theol. Arith. p. 47). In the
equality of the relation between 2700:3600 and 3600 :4800

we have two harmonies. A correct definition of apuovlai and
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1rpo,u.r']rms favors 3600’ and 2700:: 4800, and rejects 10000 and

7500.

A second proof that the square is 36002 comes from the
correct explanation of iaoyr'jlcr] new rfi. Hultsch and Adam, who
were the first to suggest that the square was 3600’, finding it
difficult to compare the side 3600 with either 2700 or 4800, were
driven to the conclusion that laour'jxn new rfi meant of equal length
one way. This, they said, meant that the opposite sides of a
rectangle are equal, though the adjacent are not. Adam

admitted (Rep. II, p. 284) that the statement was unnecessary.
I find it impossible to believe that Plato intended to express
any such idea. There are, I think, only two possible explana
tions of iaou'hmy aév 'rfi; or, rather, there is only one correct one,

but two may be considered. They are:

(1) If we should say, “The second harmony is of the same
length (as the square) in one direction, but of a different length
in the other, for it is oblong,” the in one direction . . . in the
other direction could be rendered by rfi pév . . . rfi bé. The
“of a difierent length in the other” might be omitted, since
“but it is oblong” supplies the idea. Thus the rfi bé, for which
we would look as the contrast to rfi pév, is supplied in thought by

wponw'yxn Bé. Now, if we take this view, in spite of the lack of
My after rfi, then, since the rectangle is without any doubt

2700 x 4800, the square must be either 27002 or 48002, and not

1002. But no one defends either 27002 or 48002; the argument
is all for 1002 on the basis of awe» roaaurétxis.

(2) 15 may refer to the square Thu pév, and the dative be

dependent upon laouijx'q. Is such a demonstrative use of
rfi possible? Plato uses Kai'rov cirrer (Symp. 174 A), but
not rbv has special rights which the lonely 15 has not. A closer
parallel is to be found in Plato’s Laws 701 E:——é1ribé-rb iixpov
a'ya'ybvrwv e'xarépwv, 10v pév bovhelas, ribv 56 Tobvavriov of; o'uv

r’yue'yxev obre 101’; 0511 ro'is. Here rois . . . ron refer back to
for,
new . . . 16w éé. In our passage there is also the preceding

'rfiv pe‘u . . . rfiv 5e, and the rfi refers back to the 11):! uév. Pro
clus, it may be remarked, turns the phrase by ia'opfiKns new éxeivn
(p. 37, 20). We do not accept all his mathematical calcula

tions, but on a point of this kind his feeling for the Greek may

be allowed to have some weight. If need be we may call the
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demonstrative article dialectic and ascribe it to Pythagoras.”

But, if the rectangle is lO'OflJ’IK'fl to the square, this would seem
to bring us where we were in (1). Not altogether, however.
The other explanation, taking npopijxn be to mean of diflerent
length in the other direction forces us to think that lo'our'jxr) Com
pares the side of the square with the side of the rectangle. If
we reject the contrast of 75 with npoufiKn—and there is no

uév after rfi—we can take lo'our'jxn uév rfi to mean that the

rectangle is equal in area to the square. I am aware that this
view will be considered improbable, if not impossible; but I
believe that it can be successfully defended by the aid of Plato
and Euclid. In the first place Plato commonly uses ufixos not
in the sense of length as opposed to width, but of lineal measure
as opposed to square and cubic measure; cf. Kara n‘w 'rofi uhxovs
dptdubv . . . Kara 68 bin/auto Kai. 'rpi'rnv a.th Rep. 587. Then we
have this passage in thevTheaet. 147 A: 1repi bovéuezbu n buiv
Gebbwpos b'be Zypaqoe, rijs re rpirrooos 1répi Kai. 1rev1é1robos arrowaivww

6n ur'lxei ob Ebuuerpot rfi nobraia, which means Theodorus was

writing something for us concerning squares, proving concerning
the square containing three feet and the square containing five feet
that in linear measure they are not commensurable with the foot
unit. I am aware that others translatejtherwise taking
buvduewv to be roots and 11'): rplrrobos to be \‘3, but the transla
tion I have given is the preferable one, for it is absurd to sup
pose that bur/dueth in 147 A means the same thing as bur/ducts
in 148 A when the latter is just being explained as a new mathe
matical term not before in use. This passage shows that the
Greeks thought of areas in terms of linear measure if they could
reduce them to rational numbers. Euclid, Book X, Def. 2 says:
eirde'iat bvvc'iuei abuuerpol claw, draw 16. 6.1r' abrciw rerpd'ywva. To“)

ab-rq'i pricp aerpfirai straight lines are commensurable in square
when the squares on them are measured by the same area. I pre
sume that it will not be denied that, if Greek mathematicians

2’ Herodotus has the demonstr. article after prepositions, when there

is a direct reference to one demonstrative and a contrast with another;cp.
11:91:: drérrqin, ml Tribe 00w. duo. 'ro'im 1.51.2 and rub-rd. 3M7: Kai wpos roiai

ma. 5.97.9. Compare also 7.8 B—rpdrra. "at . . . ivérrp'qaav . . rd zpa

bebrepa 6% fiuéas oIa EpEau . . . rd friaraaOe, where, though there is no pre

ceding demonstrative, there is the contrast rpibra “at . . ochrepa. 6%, the

T6. referring to ochrepa 6é. Cp. Thuc. 3.61.1.
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could talk of lines eammensurable in square, they could also
talk of areas commensurable in linear measure. A square that
is 49 and a rectangle that is 48 are commensurable in their

su_rf_aces (é1ri1re6a);
but the #fixos of the one is 7, of the other

{48, and they are not commensura’ble in ufiros. The rectangle
27 x 48, however, has the square surface 1296, the pfixos of which

is 36. Consequently, 27 x 48 is iaop'ipxns to 36’.

Thus both appovias and laopr'yx'r) pév 'r
fi go to prove that the

square is equal in area to the rectangle. The rectangle is

certainly 2700 x 4800, and the square must therefore be 3600’.
Can this 36002 be derived in any other way than from the tri
angle of Proclus ‘thrice increased’ in the manner above de
scribed? The methods of Adam and Hultsch are wrong because
they gave to repwdfit aufi'v'yeis an arithmetical value instead of

taking it as part of the definition of the Pythagorean triangle.
Further, Hultsch made rpls afiErfleis mean multiplied b

y

three,

though that meaning is expressed by rptduSt abEnOels (Nicom,

Intr. Ar., p. 105). I consider Adam’s raised to the fourth power
for rpls 0.159101% so indefensible that it is not worth discussing.
Hultsch’s 36=3x (3+4+5) cannot be said to furnish 36002
and 2700x4800 in any natural way. Adam’s (3 x4 x S)‘
furnishes 3600’, but it is not apparent why the factors 2700 and
4800 should be chosen in preference to others, whereas in the

triangle of Proclus 362 and 27 x 48 are before our eyes. The

triangle furnishes them both. Adam also failed to give a good
explanation of Twavrrhxts. Monro (C. J., 6, 153) pointed out
that roeavrdxrs should not refer to a number “discovered by an

algebraic process from a subsequent statement;” and when
Adam says “(3 x 4 x 5)‘ furnishes two harmonies, the one equal
an equal number of times, so many times 100,” it cannot be
granted that the so many times naturally means 36. I agree
with Monro that “the ordinary interpretation of e'xa'rov roaau
rdxts—‘a hundred taken that number of times viz. 100 times’—

is unassailable,” unless the preceding words clearly supply a

36 to which roaavra’ms can refer. Our triangle does supply the
36; and, since the first sentence emphasizes that b :a=a :c

if a’=bc, it is the362= 27 x 48 in this triangle that are especially
called to the attention, rather than the proportion 27 :36=
48 :64, which the Proclus triangle also furnishes. When Plato

says éxa'rbv roo'avrhxts after Za'nv ia'éxts, inasmuch as the triangle
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gives 362 for the “lam roam, he probably means 36 x 100, i.e.,
he gives the Mines of the square not its area. I offer no explana
tion for the numbers 27, 36, and 48 being multiplied by 100,
but call attention to the fact that, if the figure which Plato had
in mind contained the numbers 2700, 3600, and 4800, the square

which it ‘furnished’ would have been sufiiciently described by
rfiv pew Tarp ia'i'ucts without adding e'xa'rov 'roaav'rdms.
The full translation of the passage will be:
“There is for a divine creature a period which a perfect num

ber contains; for a human creature (there is a number) in that

figure in which first products that are squares and rectangles,

equaling and being equaled, if arranged in a proportion
with three intervals and four terms, the terms being sides
of the squares and sides of the rectangles, both if they are
increasing and if they are decreasing, showed all in proportion
and rational to one another; of which the 3-4-5- type, if the
numbers are made solid, furnishes two harmonies, the one a

square with its side multiplied by 100, the other equal in area
to the former but oblong, one side of 100 squares of rational
diameters of five, each lacking one, or of irrational diameters,
each lacking two, the other side of 100 cubes of 3. This total,
a geometrical number, is in control of such a creature, of better

and of worse births.”
Hultsch (l.c., p. 405) accepts the interpretation of Plato

given by Proclus as far as p. 37, 12 the part I have cited
above; after that, he says, Proclus gives zumeist nur will
kiirliche Kombinationen. That is

, Hultsch believes that
Plato is giving us here an example of what he tells us in Timaeus
31C—32B, namely that between two squares there is one mean

proportional, between two cubes two mean proportionals.
As a matter of fact, Proclus, while preserving a partially correct
tradition concerning the meaning of abEa'yaets 6vvdpeval. re Kai
6vvaa-reu6uevat, goes utterly wrong in his treatment of bpowhvrwv
. . . . <p0w6v-rww. He pays no attention to the syntax of
Plato’s sentence. If these words had the meanings he gives
them they should stand in some syntactical relation to aDEfiaets,

as do the 6vvénevm and 6vvaarev6pevat, to which Proclus makes
bpowfivres, etc. parallel. We have no evidence except Proclus’

statement that ai'JEovres and (patrol/res had the same, meanings as
éoxiées and nhtvfiiSes.
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I shall add a few remarks on Aristotle’s criticism of Plato’s
passage in Pol. E 12, 1316“. He says: év be‘ 1

?; wohtrelq )‘é-yemt

pév nepi 15:11 yea-(150M311 inrb TOil wapd'rovs, ob #évror Myeral. KaMis'

'rfis re 'yc‘tp dpiarns nohtrelas Kai 1rp<brns aliens of; My“ rfiv aera
fiohfiv lbiws. mat 'ydp a'lrtov ell/(1L 1'6 mi névew prfie‘v (DOC ‘év TWL

wept.be nerafléhhew, dpxfiv 6
’ elvat 101':er (I!!! érri-rptros 1rut9yr‘pv

neurrdbt avfu'yels bbo dpuovias napéXe-rcu, hé'ywv draw ('
2 mi) bia’ypdp

paras dptdubs roin'ov 'yémyrat arepebs, dis rfis 50006633 nore rpvobcms

(pabhovs Kre'. . . . . Kai. btc't 'ye roii prvov, 61' 611 hé'yet mix/Ta #610.
fiéhhew, ml rd. in) 541.0. dpEéna/a 'yiveofiat iina. nerafléhhu, olov e

i

rfi

nporépq. fiuépq. é'yéve-ro rfis rpo-rrfis, 644a c'ipa. perafiéhhet; In this
comment c'ipxr'w has been taken (cf. Adam, Rep. II, p. 307 if.)
to mean the beginning of the change. Now a number, whether
216 or another, does not define the beginning of anything, and

I refuse to accept Adam’s notion that the clause bray . . .
orepebs fixes the time of the beginning. These words are

Aristotle’s definition of Plato’s rpis ai'JEnOeis. Of course, Plato
does not say that the number begins the change, but he does

say that it is in control (KiJPLOS) of better and worse births. I

take it that Aristotle means “he says that there is a controlling
principle in those things of which the 3-4-5- type, etc., on the

ground that nature (i.e., uncontrolled) sometimes produces
inferior men.”

In the last sentence some have changed 105 prvou into 161/
Xpbvou 0r 6f livinto 6L'ot'1. I think that but 1'08 xpévou refers to the
end of the successive periods, so that the meaning is “and at the
end of the period, in the course of which he says all things

change, do those things that did not come into being at the

same time change at the same time, for example if they were
born on the day before the turn, do they change at the same

time?”
Aristotle’s rob-mu refers to the type of figure we have found

in Plato’s év é wpdmp. The fact that he omits the whole of the
first sentence, except as he sums it up in minor, is additional
evidence of the correctness of the view that the first sentence

contains a general statement of the law of which a particular
example is given in the second.

Madison, Wis., 1918.
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